Exact solutions are obtained for the steady flow of a power-law fluid between parallel plates with partial slip conditions and uniform cross flow. The problem is properly formulated and similarities are exploited. The exact solutions are obtained in terms of integrals which can be performed, in closed form, in special cases of the power-law index n. Solutions to cases of n=½, 1, and 2; representing a pseudo-plastic, a Newtonian, and a dilatant fluid, respectively, are presented. Tendencies to corresponding degenerate cases in the literature are demonstrated. Depending on the strength of the cross flow and the pressure gradient, the flow may be of Couette-type with convex, linear, or concave velocity profile; or of Poiseuille-type. Borderline cases are identified.
Introduction
Steady Couette and Poiseuille flows are classical problems of fluid mechanics. Both flows are considered here to take place between two parallel plates. Couette flow is incited by the motion of one of the plates with uniform speed. Poiseuille flow is incited by a constant streamwise pressure gradient. When both inciting agents are present we have the generalized Couette/Poiseuille (GCP) flow. Depending on the strengths of these agents, the flow can be of Couette type or Poiseuille type. The velocity profile of a Couette type flow slopes monotonically, while that of a Poiseuille type flow has a local extremum lying between the plates.
When the fluid is Newtonian, Couette and Poiseuille flows admit simple exact solutions of the governing Navier-stokes equations and no-slip boundary conditions [1] . The solution for the GCP flow is a linear combination of the solutions for the component flows. The linearity of the problems invited researchers to add new features.
Unsteadiness of the GCP flow was treated by Gopalan [2] , who also allowed for uniform cross flow through porous plates and studied the associated steady heat transfer problem. His work encompasses the work of Fang [3] on Couette flow.
The cross flow is of significant impact on the flow. It destroys the linear velocity profile of Couette flow and the symmetric profile of Poiseuille flow. For the GCP flow, it can change a Couette type flow to a Poiseuille type flow and vice verse.
Allowing for slip conditions is another added feature, as the abovementioned works invoked the noslip boundary conditions at the plates. Linear as well as nonlinear slip conditions were adopted [4, 5, 6] . Slip conditions are important in flows through micro-channels, flows of rarefied gasses, flows of slippery fluids such as slurries, polymers and blood.
Non-Newtonian fluids were also treated. Although the problems were then nonlinear, exact solutions were still possible to obtain-in the absence of cross flow-in case of power law fluids with no-slip conditions [6, 7, 8] and with slip conditions [6, 9, 10] , and in case of second grade fluids [6,11 12] .
In the present article, we derive exact solutions, in the form of integrals, for the steady GCP flow of power law fluids allowing for cross flow and linear slip conditions. The integrals are performed for special cases of pseudo plastic, Newtonian and dilatant fluids. Illustrative results are presented.
Problem formulation
The steady Couette-Poiseuille flow of a power-law fluid with partial slip conditions and uniform cross flow is governed by the following problem, in dimensional variables marked with primes.
where h is the distance between the two walls, y measures distances from the moving wall toward the fixed wall, x measures distances parallel to the walls in the direction of the wall speed w and flow velocity u ( y ), p is the pressure, and   is the shear stress given by the power law ; and for a given fluid, the density  , the viscosity parameter , the powerlaw index n, and the slip coefficients 0   and 1  .
Introduce the new non-dimensional variables
and define the new parameters
with a suitably chosen characteristic speed
The problem takes the following form, where the subscripts 0 and 1 refer to the moving and fixed walls, respectively. 
The problem is unaltered under the transformation
Therefore, only cases of ≥0 need to be considered.
The analysis presented below is for >0 and V≠0. The results for the cases of =0 and/or V=0 are given in the appendix.
Exact solution
so that, with y=1 and i=0
Substituting for 0 u and 1 u from Conditions (2) and (3), respectively, and rearranging give
To proceed further, we need to consider cases of positive and negative dy du / separately. When V≥0 the velocity profile is convex with its slope monotonically decreasing, with increasing y. As V gradually decreases below zero, the profile changes from being convex to being linear then concave.
The value V=V L <0, at which the profile is linear, can be shown to satisfy the following equation
The flow seizes to be of Couette type when V is above a finite value V F at which  0 =0; becoming of forward Poiseuille type with  0 >0. The flow cannot be of backward Poiseuille type with  1 >0, no matter how small V<0 is.
The integral, appearing with different limits in Eqs. (9 -) and (10), can be evaluated for some values of n; three of which are considered below.
The case of a shear thinning (pseudo-plastic) fluid (n=½)
For V>0, Eq. (10) gives On the other hand, Eq. (9 -) with i=1 gives which can be rearranged to give Setting  0 =0 in Eqs. (8) and (12) 
The case of a Newtonian fluid (n=1)
Eqs. (1)- (3), with =du/dy are solved to give
6 from which  0 and  1 and consequently u 0 and u 1 can be readily obtained.
The value of V F satisfies while Eq. (11) gives V L as
The case of a shear thickening (dilatant) fluid (n=2)
Equation (10) The integral in Eq. (5) can be evaluated leading to 
For y*≤y≤1, Eq. (28 -) gives  in terms of y, while Eq. (6) with i=1 gives u in terms of y as
u* is determined from Eq. (31 + ) or (31 -) with y=y* and =0.
The three cases of n=½, 1, 2 are considered below. 
In all three cases of n=½, 1 and 2, u is given by Eq. (26). For the flow rate, we have where q is given by Eq. (27d).
Sample Numerical Results
The analysis of Eqs. (1)- (5) The tendency of the fluids to slip is directly related to the shear stress at both walls {Conditions (2) and ( 
Conclusion
The effect of a uniform cross flow on the Couette-Poiseuille flow of power-law fluids with slip conditions has been studied. Depending on the strength of the cross flow, the flow can be of Couette type or of Poiseuille type. 
The case of =0, V≠0
Therefore, only cases of V>0 need to be considered.
The flow is strictly of Couette type, and the velocity profile is convex. 
Moreover, V has an upper bound, higher than V F , above which 0  becomes complex; indicating failure of the model. In contrast, the cases of n=½ and 1 allow V to approach infinity with 0  approaching zero.
In all three cases n=½, 1 and 2, u is given by
The case of =0, V=0
The flow is strictly of Couette type, and the velocity profile is linear. <0 is constant; satisfying and The flow rate is given by
For n=1,
The case of >0, V=0
The velocity profile, in this case, is convex. For small , the flow is of Couette type. When  exceeds a finite value  F given by at which  0 =0, the flow becomes of forward Poiseuille type.
In cases of Couette flow,  0 satisfies The flow rate is given by These above expressions coincide with those of Hron et al. [6] , when w=0.
The cases of n=½, 1 and 2 can be readily attained. In particular, for n=1, and which coincides with the expression of Matthews and Hill [5] , when w=0 and 
